Theoretical and experimental issues for our understanding of the timing of motor acts are reviewed, contrasting stochastic and dynamic timing models. It is argued that the theory of dynamical systems and, in particular, of limit cycle attractors, provides a unified framework within which these issues can be appreciated. The strength of stochastic timing models in the domain of absolute timing is contrasted with the strength of dynamic timing models in the domain of relative timing, the unification of the two domains being currently under way. It is further argued that accounts of timing must examine the interrelation between timing and other levels of processing involved in movement generation, in particular, the representation of spatial aspects of movement and the control of movement. The emergence of discrete event structure in timing skills is discussed from a dynamical systems perspective. Finally, the understanding of the timing structure of discrete movement is raised as a further challenge for future work.
INTRODUCTION
All actions take place in time. But not all actions are ''timed.'' Timed actions are, for instance, rhythmic movements such as during locomotion, dancing, chewing, or speech production. Nonrhythmic movements may be timed such as when moving objects are tracked or caught, or simply, when a reaching act is performed. Actions that are not typically timed include, for instance, the displacement during ambulatory locomotion (no particular time to arrive at a particular point), or the small movements around postural states. Timed movements are thus motor acts, whose temporal form is reproducible and stable in the face of varying environmental conditions or perturbations. From an experimental point of view, one would say that a movement is timed, if a perturbation that either holds up or accelerates the movement is compensated for subsequently such as to restore as much as possible the movement time. One may ask, for instance, if the hand during reaching will accelerate to compensate for the longer movement path imposed by an obstacle or perturbation and contrast this with how the trajectory of a person ambulating in a cluttered environment is adjusted when obstacles are avoided. Timing may play a role in perception, such as when durations or event times are perceived. This review of different theoretical approaches to timing will, however, focus primarily on the timing of actions.
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